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Summary

In the present investigation suitable estimators have been proposed for estimat
ing the population mean for study of two characters from a two-stage sampling
design when data are inissing for one or both the characters from some primary
stage units (psus) as well as some second stage units (ssus).
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Introduction

In many of the large scale sample surveysa multi-stage sampling design
is generally used for selection of a sample and data are collected for
several items. But, quite often, some of the sample units fail to provide
the information for one or more characters. Wilks [4] obtained unbia
sed estimators from incomplete data for two characters from a unis-
tage sampling design. Singh and Singh [3] considered the study of two
characters when both these characters are not enumerated for the entire
sample and instead these are observed only on sub-samples. In the case
of a two-stage sampling design for study of two characters, the data for
one or both the characters may be missing either for some of the psus or
some ssus.

2. Steteraent of the Problem

Consider a finite bivariate populatioD and let x and y denote the two
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characters under study. Let N and M denote respectively the number of
psus and ssus within each psu in the population and let n and m be cor
responding sample sizes selected by 'srswor' at both the stages. Due to
non-response, information may be missing for some of the psusas well as
some ssus, with respcct to one or both the characters under study. We
consider here the simple situation where a fixed number of ssus as well as
psus are found missing at random for both the characters. Wheii infor
mation is assumed to be missing at random the available sample can be
considered as a random sample from the population and therefore the
bias due to non-response is not serious and can be ignored. The missing
information may be random in situations where non-response is mainly
due to non-availability of the respondents or the failure of the enumerat
or to contact the respondent in time. For example, in milkyield surveys,
milk yield for some particular day may be missing because the calfmight
have sucked the milk. Similarly crop yield for some plot may be missing o
because of the failure of the enumerator to reach on the day of harvest. '

Now we define

nx, mix = number of psu's and number of ssu's within ith psurespect
ively providing data for jc.

^!x = number of psu's and ssu's within ith psu for which data for x
are missing;

'"ix == number ofcorresponding units providing data for only x.

Similarly, we may define riy, n^, n'J, ntip, m'iy and miy for y, and

nc, m(e = number of psu's and ssu's within /th psu for which data are
available for both x and y.

Then, the following relationships hold :

nx = n, + = tic + K' = '"io + rn'iy = +

Tty = ne + = n, + n'v = ni{e + m'i^ = mte +

n = Ux n'x = tty n'„ m= mix + m^ = miy + m^y ..

Let Xij and yif denote the values for the two characters x and y for the
/th ssu in the /th psu.
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Now the sample will consist of
"o

(i) S m,c sampling units for which both x and y are observed. Let
x' and be the sample means of two characters based on these
units.

nln,
(ii) S nnx + S mix' sampling units for which only x is observed. Let

X" be the mean of ;c based on these units,

Tly Wfl f J T
(iii) S + S m(y sampling units for which only y is observed, Let

y be the mean of j' based on these units.

3. Estimate of Population Mean

An unbiased estimator for the population mean based on all the
observations available for y may be given by

n, miy

= S S ydlniiv riy

The variance of for given % and is given by

(1)

(2)

where Sf and are the usual between and within components of vari
ance for a two-stage sampling design. Similarly an unbiased estimator of
X based on all the observations available for x may be given by

jE = S S Xiilmix ttx, and (3)

(4)

Now before proceeding to obtain improved estimators of Y and X, we
prove the following Lemma.
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Lemma

+ ^ ( mh _ 2 \ ^
fta (5)

Proof. Making use of the relationship between the available and the
missing observations on Xand3>, we may write

Cov (X, s^) = Cov ("' a"' J )
^ misTtx ' mi,ny)

Cov '"'® i '"'l/ Xii "e me + ntig y,fy '1/ "" • ^
mtxna ' ^ -)ny)mty

+ three other similar covariance terms.

Now we have

Coy ("iJL S

where Xt and Y/ are the population means for the ith psu and

LV m,x ' ^ mtyjl _ niit rriig
Si

Similar type of relations hold for other such covariance terms in the
Cov {X, ). After obtaining all these terms and simplifying we get the
required result. ^

From the lemmait may be written

Cov(J>',3)= +

ind
t

cov r, =(i ^
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Also putting X= yoT y= xy/t may easily obtain the expressions for
VO), V{X), Viy) &nd V(X').

Now an improved unbiased estimator of Ymay be given by

^ir = ( S-X*)

where Pa is chosen such that the variance ofj>ir is minimum. Similarly
an improved estimator of X may be written as

^ir = X' + Pi (^ - y) (6)

The values of P2 and Pi which minimize the variance ofPu and Xi, res
pectively are given by

Cov (j>* - Cov X)
= K(jc') - V(X) '

- Cov (X. J>') - Cov (X', 9)
V{r)~.V{9)

The variances of Jir and Si, are given by

FO»ir)= V{9')

F V(X')

[Co\if,X')-Cov{y,X]>
^ Fip') V{X') - V(9) V{X),

1 -
rCov (3E', :P') - Cov (X', J»)]«
v(x) F(j>') - y(x') r w

(7)

(8)

4. Estimate of Variance

In order to obtain an estimate of variance of J>ir and we>btain
the estimates of the between and within components of variances and
covariance, viz., sL ' respectively.

Consider jfay given below as an estimator ofStxv

n« Bu

n, (», — « + Tlx rty)
(9.)
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For fixed lu, itx and n», we have

iig Ho

E S {yitn/y 5*) x) = E (S Xij,,'Ix

XS piwi^ J* S Xfnij^ ftc Xy)

Now we may write

"c «0 "x

jj _ ^ Xlmix S ^•'"ix p_ ^ yim/y ~l~ ^
Hj!

Using these values of 3E and we obtain, after some simplification,

E s —j) {Ximi^ —x) —

nA^c - " -t- «««!/' r o 1 ^ ^ { >^l' - -"l s,r„
rixtiu

Thus we may write

Est. Si,, - Sixv Est. ^ 2(mjn,y M)
Similarly we may obtain Sixv as an estimate of Sixv given by

'>ixv

S\zv —
mix niiv mic

tnio {niic •— m + mixnuy)̂ S (yi! ~ (.Xn

(10)

(11)

such that E (sixv) = ^ixy

It may be checked here that for /ic = rix = tty = n and mic = aw,a =
w/v = m, the estimates of S^xv and Sixy reduce to standard forms in two
stage sampling. Thus we obtain

A

Cov

(12)

By putting jie = rix or n#, mu = mix or niiy, and jv = ^ or •* = >* we
can obtain the estimates of Cov {f, X), Cov (x, J>'), V (x), V (p) ctc. Sub-
"Btituting these values we obtain the required estimator ofthe variance of
J>ir as

J
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- (V - i " «)''•
(r - (ir ~V.) "••]

(13)

Expression for variance of may also be obtained easily by changing y
to X in (13).

If we do not use the entire information from the incomplete samples
by using J>i, and Sir we will be making use of the estimators f, and x',
for estimating T and Z respectively. It can be easily seen that the estimat
ors Pir and are always more efficient than the estimators J>. and x .

5. Enspirical Illustration

In order to illustrate the usefulness of the suggested procedure, data
from an actual survey conducted by the Indian Agricultural Statistics Re
search Institute, New Delhi (Raut et al. [2]) to study the Economics of
Raising Cattle during the years 1977-1980 in the district Nadia, West
Bengal have been utilised. In this survey data were collected for two cha
racters : (i) milk yield per milch cross bred cattle (;c), and (ii) maintenance
cost per milch cross bred cattle (;<).

Stratified two-stage sampling was utilized where Police Stations or group
of Police Stations formed the strata. The cluster of villages formed the
psus and households within psus formed ssus. From each stratum a sam
ple of 8 clusters was selected and from each selected cluster a sample of
12 households having cross bred milch cattle was selected for data collec
tion. Inthe present investigation, the data for the first stratum in which
only 7selected clusters having the cross bred milch cattle could be enume
rated ware used. Similarly in some households the data on one or both
the characters could not be recorded for different reasons.

The extent of data for the two characters is as follows:

Cluster No. I 2 3 4 5 6 7
7 12 8 8 12 12 10

(households on
milk yield)

, 7 12 10 10 12 12 12
(households on
maintenance cost)
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Ihe four estimators f, x,, &ndj,r and their estimated variances are
obtained as given in the table :

Estimator Estimated variance Estimated Efficiency %

X' = 2.57 kg .0835 100

*.r = 2.89kg .0317 263.4

.P' = Rs. 5.96 1.6752 100

j>ir = Rs. 6.01 .5070 360.4

It is seen from the results in the table that the efficiency of Sj, and J>i,
as compared to x' andy' respectively is quite high.
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